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Lynk & Co opens the doors to its first club in
Spain

The full Lynk & Co experience has landed in Barcelona! Our ninth club has recently opened at
Passeig de Gràcia 44 and we’re getting together for the inauguration on September 12th. Trust
us, you don’t want to miss this one. The Barcelona Club is not only our first permanent Spanish
location, but our largest club yet. It represents a new chapter in our expansion as we grow and
connect with our members in southern Europe.

It’s a club. Deal with it! 
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At Lynk & Co we don’t do dealerships – we go clubbing. Sure, you’ll be able to see the Lynk &
Co 01 and take a test drive, but the club is also meant to be a social space to network with
other members, grab a drink, participate in events organized by us and shop products from
local partner brands like Saye, WEARE.NOTFRIENDS, Calíope and Haan.  
 

Colorful. Creative. And a little bit weird.
The Barcelona Club is designed in collaboration with Spanish design studio
MASQUEESPACIO. The result is an eclectic, multi-story wonderland featuring bold sculptural
centrepieces like an underwater swimming pool meeting room, fitting rooms encased in an
emerald mountain and a 3D-printed dome inspired by the belly of a whale to house the Lynk &
Co 01. Yes, that’s the car.

Spain has embraced Lynk & Co so warmly, and we wanted to create
something extra special for Barcelona. The Barcelona Club is colorful, creative,
and embodies a hell of a lot of passion—just like the city itself. We’re looking
forward to welcoming our members and reaching new audiences with this
opening.
— Alain Visser, CEO of Lynk & Co.

Pushing for sustainability.
Sustainability was a key focus for the Barcelona Club. Sustainable, circular materials are at the
forefront of the design, proving that sustainability can be just as much about aesthetics as it is
about functionality. Like all of our Clubs, the Barcelona Club will feature products from eco-
friendly brands and run off of 100% renewable energy.

No Spain, no gain.
With an impressive share of 10% of all members and the highest social engagement, Spain has
proven to be enthusiastic about our disruptive mobility concept and is one of Lynk & Co’s top
three European markets.
Alongside the Barcelona Club opening, we’re also expanding our presence in southern Europe
with a new customer service center and offices that aim to employ 150+ new teammates by the
end of 2022. Showcasing that Lynk & Co’s commitment to Spain is not a passing fling – it’s the
real deal.

Next up? New club openings in Milan and Madrid… so stay tuned!



ABOUT LYNK & CO

Hi, we’re Lynk & Co!  
 
Lynk & Co was created to provide mobility solutions for the connected generation. We do make really, really
good cars (the kind that have all the features you want without you having to ask for them), but we also offer a
new way of using those cars. Our membership-based approach makes it simple to get on the go. Members can
access a car on a flexible, month-to-month basis and share with friends, family, and the Lynk & Co community.
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